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WORK EXPERIENCE
June 2014 // Paris

F&B // Advertising Agency for L’OREAL
Branding, Advertising Creation

November 2012 // Paris

Régis Dallier // Architecture & Design Agency
House modelling, Project Manager assistant

December 2012 // Vannes

The British House// Concept Store
Home furniture and decoration staging, Designing
and Installing Christmas Windows

Summer 2007-2008 //
Shanghai and San Francisco

Ubisoft Entertainment// Video Game company
Market Research on Facebook games, 3D Character
Modelling

EDUCATION
Since 2013 // Paris

Strate // Industrial Design School
Finishing third year - majoring in retail design

2012-2013 // Milan

IED // Certificate in Interior Design
Italian Contemporary Design and Trends

2012 // Paris

ESAG Penninghen
Foundation year in Graphic Design / Architecture

2011 // Paris

Lycée Fenelon
Baccalauréat in Science

INTERESTS

SKILLS
Languages :

Softwares :

Painting & Contemporary art

French
English (fluent)
Italian
Spanish

Adobe Suite
Autocad
Rhino / 3DS Max
Keyshot / V Ray

Travels over the world
Humanitarian projects
Extreme Sports

SPACE DESIGN
SPACE DESIGN

FEEL THE FOOD
NEW CULINARY SPACE

Today our daily routines are generally synonymous
and hassle. We have little time to devote to leisure and other
moments of pleasant activities. The rare moments we can
rest are usually neglected in favor of more productive actions. The lunch break, for example, is often precipitated
whearas it allows us to escape the time of a meal.
This space aims to reconsider the time spent on lunch break
to make it more enjoyable. The building is located breguet
street in Paris, a neighborhood consisting mainly of offices.

The restaurant allows the consumer to be immersed
in order to focus on what he eats and be cut off from his workplace. Also in order to live a unique experience, the taste is
associated with other senses such as sight and hearing.
Consumer choose among three worlds, quiet, festive and
escape, the one most suited to his mood. He tastes the dishes while listening to the match music. Each islet offers games of lights and appropriate materials, such as felt, leather
and velvet.

The space is equipped with acoustic panels and
glass. The material insulation used is maple, a wood that absorde the nuisances, it is cut on the first layer to optimize the
sound insulation.

SPIRIT OF DIOR

EPHEMERAL SPACES & WINDOW DISPLAYS
Dior joallerie is a very recent subbrand , therefore
there are many opportunities in retail design. Particularly for
their window display, that are simple and dark, in contrast to
the exuberant and gourmet collections.

WINDOW DISPLAY

Collection Kings & Queens

«Sensibility is the essnce
of humour.»
Samuel Taylor Galeridge

The collection illustrates the Rock n ‘Roll side of Dior.
It fits perfectly with nowadays trends. The pieces are rather
large in size and significance. This is why the client must
have some humor to wear them freely.

To be consistent with the range King and Queens
Dior, we offer humouristic but not extravagant windows.
The decor does not take precedence over the range but it
easily catches the eye of passing.
The above case is a trompe l’oeil. It gives the impression
that the patterns surrarounding the jewelry are turning. Thus
the jewelry is accented by the bright shapes patterns and
vibrant colors.
The window below, plays with the viewer as there is only
one piece that is a real jewlery. Indeed with an hologram
system, we manage to imitate perfectly. The purpose of the
viewer is to find the real one.

WINDOW DISPLAY

«The beauty fades with time, but a great personality
knows how to be unforgettable.»
Anthony Amar

Collection Milly Carnivora & Origami
The spirit of Dior is reflected in the range Milly Carnivora, a very colorful and floral collection. We associated to a
watch of the Origami collection reminiscent of the freshness
and the infinite movement. The symbiosis of both worlds
creats a monochrome display highlighted by fancy patterns.

The above case expose the
watch in combination with the theme
of the pendule that represent infinity.
The watch is rocking from window to
another. In the second part there is
only a shadow looming that shows
the pattern of the range.
The window associated with it, is
made in two steps. First, the jewelry levitate with the breath of air that comes
from the yhe bottom. Then the pieces
disappear to make room for floral
patterns. Indeed the walls are covered
with silk and the patterns are sewn so
that they vibrate in the air breath.

EPHEMERAL SPACE
Following the windows on the theme of eternal
freshness, we propose a temporary space. It is located in
the Jardin des Tuileries in Paris where you can take a walk
while regarding artists explosure. It is build around an installations, Alma Boltanski. The art piece only works in the presence of wind, small bells are attached to a piece of glass
that create beautiful sounds. They are comparable to the
sound of leaves and glass crackling. As soon as you enter
the in space one is immersed right away and lives a unique
and fresh experience.

Inside, three spaces were separated by glass
tubes which allows the wind to pass throw. The purpose of
this space is to make a unique experience to visitors so that
they understand Dior creations.
The first experience of draping vibrates in the wind. The
second is the symbol of the rose set in motion thanks to the
overlapping partitions. The third is a game with light and an
optical effect that draw the number eight on the floor which
is a strong symbol for Dior.

MODERN KITCHEN STAND
BOOK FAIR

The stand must reflect a professional and precise
style, while being creative and open. This is why it is accessible from all sides. The color grey recalls the steel noticed
in the Professional kitchens and contrasts with the yellow
which is a bright color and inspires to new creations. The visitor can sit freely and see the demonstration of a cook, while
reading a book of it. The Lemon zest decoration serves as
the ceiling, it is combine to a metallic structure which is both
dynamic and surprising.

VISUAL IDENTITY

SPA MASSAGE
OMNISENS
Logo for the brand Spa Massage International which trains independent masseuses for
luxury hotels. The request was to highlight the intimate and relaxing time provided by the massage.

SPA MASSAGE

International

HELODESIGN
CREATE YOUR LOGO
heloDesign is a visual identity that suits my personnality. It is defined by bright colors and a sense of constant
motion. It reminds the mechanism of a machine. The drop
symbol indicates the respect for the environment in my
projects andthe heart is to links the slogan to the logo.

VARIOUS PROJECTS

BRIEF
STUDENT DESIGN MAGAZINE
Within Strate, the design school where I study we
must be aware of all the news, both in design and in the
world.
That is why , a friend and I are at the initiative of the
student’s school magazine. It is more or less twenty pages
and it’s every two months. It contains all the novelties and interesting projects of nowadays. Today we have released two
numbers and we manage a team of ten people.

FRUITY WATER
SODA STREAM
The aim is to invent a new use for the SodaStream
machine.
The concept MonAqua can carry carbonated water with a
fruity taste without sugar intake. Indeed, the target is active
women who care about their appearance ans wish to have a
refreshing drink throughout the day.

TAPAS
PACKAGING IN PAPER
Tapas is a packaging paperboard which only has
a 30% residual. Folding is quick and easy because it must
be used in a food truck. It allows to put spanish food, called
tapas. They are eaten with hands and must kept warm, this is
why there are 4 compartments that are resealable.

The graphic style is to
represent a quality dish and
done on time. This is why the
logo is designed so spontaneous and hand on black and
red background is to use the
colors of Spain.

ILLUSTRATIONS & DRAWINGS
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